
 

 
How to clean the radiator 

 
1. DUST REMOVAL 
Turn off the radiator and let it cool completely, especially if it is electric. 
Then start removing the dust using a long-handle brush or brush wrapped in an electrostatic cloth. After doing 
this step wash them with a damp sponge with water and a small part of neutral soap / degreaser always diluted 
in water. 
Alternatively arrange a wet rag behind it and on the floor and then spray air with the help of a hairdryer, the 
dust blown away will be trapped by the damp rag. 
 
2. HOW TO ELIMINATE BLACK SIGNS ON THE BACK OF THE WALL 
It is very difficult to remove them with using just water. 
We recommend using Marseille soap.  
Just dissolve a few lashes of soap in warm water then gently rub the wall. The solution must be very fluid. 
In the end, eliminate black signs with a damp sponge. Of course, have the care to use only clear sponges so 
as not to stain the wall! Open the doors and windows and let it dry. 
 
3. OUTDOOR CLEANING 
Remember that all our paints are ecological and that it will be enough to pass warm water with a minimum 
percentage of degreaser or neutral soap with a cotton cloth and then dry to avoid halos always with a soft 
cloth. Do not use abrasive or corrosive products especially on sablè finishes. 
 
4. INTERNAL CLEANING 
We recommend cleaning the radiator even internally to prevent splashes of dirty water from ruining the outside 
surface. Internal cleaning also serves to remove any air bubbles that hinder the proper functioning of radiators. 
 
Need: 

• Basin 
• Newspaper sheets 
• Claps or key to open the valve 

 
Proceed by placing some newspaper sheets under the radiator vent, then place the basin over the 
newspapers, at the vent. 
Open the valve using the clapping, the appropriate key or simply your hands and let out the water, which will 
be black or orange in colour. 
When the vent ends, close the valve. 
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